equipment
tailored to the unique
needs of the veterinarian

51111 ANESTHESIA MACHINE
The Model 51111 with an addition of one "E" cylinder yoke. This superb design allows the veterinarian to deliver anesthesia where a connection to a main O² system is not accessible or provides a backup source of O² when connected to a main O² system.

(Vaporizer Sold Separately)

FEATURES:
- All components mounted to machine
- One "E" Cylinder Yoke
- Adjustable Absorber Pole
- O² Flowmeter 0.2 to 5 LPM
- O² Flush Valve
- Quick & Easy switch over from rebreathing to non-rebreathing

BUNDLE OF ACCESSORIES AT NO CHARGE included with purchase
- 2 Liter Bag (Part #18702)
- 3 Liter Bag (Part #18703)
- Pediatric Breathing Circuit (Part #27392)
- Adult Breathing Circuit (Part #52039)
- F/air Kit Scavenging System (Part #80000)

IN STOCK NOW

Vapomatic Vaporizer DISCOUNTED when sold with stand model machine
You choose the vaporizer that fits your needs
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